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,,lied with Germany (Assu4 which we know from other prophecies will be the military leader--
naturally so--of a United States of Europe. (8. My comment: You see, I can speak of Eisenhower 
as a German mixed with Indian blood, and say that even when he headed the NA To, with headquarters 
in Paris, France, that when he made a speech in America when President, proposing the United 
States of Europe plan, with America one of those states united again with Britain, and then claim 
he has been promised the headship of such a combination... that he thinks he is the David prophesied 
of in Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:24-25... that he is an emeny of USA, being the vile person of Dan. 11:21- 
45... then I seem to be "off my rocker"..,as I declare things others have not heard of before. Then 
to present some of the long-range programs of International organizations, including religious move-
ments...this makes what I claim more understandable... and it makes it possible to read the daily 
newspapers with understanding, especially as this Palestine thing is now coming so quickly to the 
front (to get the eyes off the Vietnam mass Johnson has made),.. and as this makes sense, realizing 
many years have been put into this almost-constant Bible study... then even as a Police Chief or a 
District Attorney, when faced with handling a case like Jack Ruby's, when you are told what Is behind 
the whole thing... such as Eisenhower being the head German seeking the creation of the United States 
of Europe, and cooperating with certain men who .11 themselves Jews but they know they are not... 
than a leader in Dallas is Stanley Marcus (I think Mr. Neiman was a real Jew), Marcus sold clothes 
to the Johnson, as well as letting Jack Rubenstein get in debt on his clothes, plus clothes for his 
night-club women pros;titutes 	who were in position to "take" a lot of wealthy Dallas men...then 
Eisenhower wanted Walker killed... Jack Ruby was given the job, promised a great reward... even 
like cancelling of debts, etc 	Ruby hired Oswald...Oswald shot and missed (on purpose?) being 
intimindated in some manner perhaps, as well as wanting to make a big name for himself; then put 
on the Kennedy-Connally job... with much p ossibility that a "trained" rifleman, perhaps even also 
an undercover depty under Decker,  to make sure there were no misses., even hoping that when Con-
nally was shut it would seem that Oswald's purpose was to shoot him because of a dishonorable dis-
charge from the Navy...but that didn't work, etc.... and so a D.A. can go to Ruby, ask for his 
attorney to be present... state to Ruby that information has been sent in that his wire out to California 
using the name of Queen of Sheba for a female dog was a code name... that he was indirectly addressing 
a man in California...even a man like Eisenhower...or Eisenhower...that the whole thing is known: 
that he (Ruby) may think because Eisenhower sent Warren to use him, etc....that he will soon be 
free... but that is not the case 	that the probability is he will he charged directly with the murder 
of Kennedy... that he hired Oswald... that he was obeying directions given to Mtn by a prominent 
Jewish merchant to whom he was Indebted.. , that he was ordered to do the job... that his slaying 
of Oswald was done to keep Oswald from giving forth the truth about Ruby...that now the truth is 
about to come forth with proof 	that in transferring Ruby to another city it is almost certain that 
he would meet his death at the trial, because of the international import:nee of the case_ that he can 
be slain before moved...the plot Is so deep and dark., and world-shattering, that the electric chair 
is certain for him...that the D.A. will seek the electric chair.., that all the true facts will come 
out in the new trial... would he not perfer to make confession of who hired him, then take a life sen-
tence, with promise of good conduct, such be shortened...and he be placed in maximum security 
on that those "higher ups" he speaks of cannot get at him... even as they know to save their own necks 
Oswald must not he freed, etc.... that kind of thing... even to the explaining to Ruby's attorney how 
serious the whole thing now is 	with everything against Ruby from all sides... that he is the key to 
the maitre situation,,and if he loves his native land of America, it will be taken into consideration if 
he makes a clean confession of everything...even to the taldng of lie detector tests again, etc, in 
view of the new information furnished. That if he will tell al he could not do anything more profitable 
for his Jewish people than just that...it would save much bloodshed, etc. shorten time, etc.... that 
is the message I am trying to get over. „ even showing Ruby Is a link to Eisenhove r, as well as to 
what Johnson is up to, with planned rationing and many things just too horrible to now contemplate... 
even to the point that when the whole mess is cleaned up as it shall shortly be... then again Ruby's 
case can come for for further consideration, and all things taken into consideration, etc.) 

"But what of Egypt? She is not directly mentioned in Psalm 83. (8  My comment: One must take 
into consideration that since the crucifixion of Jesus at Jerusalem that place is now called "Sodom 
and Egypt," according to Rev. 11:8... so with this clue one has to reread prophecies to get the 
truths. For example, some leaders know that Jerusalem in Palestine is not that which is called "the 
holy city" now. They even know "the holy city" is a woman. Both good men and wicked know this. 
The wicked do their utmost to destroy the woman who is that holy city, new Jerusalem; while the 
true watchmen on the wall watch and see what is done to the woman, keeping record of how many 
prophecies she fulfills...being certain she is the right one...and knowing to keep hands off, and per-
mit her to lead to victory... and it is she who is able to gain the victory, defeating that old serpent 
who has risen against her... still hopes to get her killed.., and nothing can do her harm, if she he 
the true... and by her wisdom she most prove herself,.. even to the untangling rightly of this Ruby 
thing! Even Prov. 31:10 is a clue: "Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price Is far above 
rubies," Solomon said he never found one woman! Consider now if Ruby was bought with a price; 
and If the right woman is found she is worth more to everyone than rubies (Ruby's price promised 
him for doing away with Kennedy and Connally!). 
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